SOFTWARE
UPDATE

ADDITIONAL FEATURES ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
DATABUILD SOFTWARE SUITE FROM JULY 2020
_
DATABUILD 2.63
Databuild 2.63 builds upon the recent 2.62.2 release with the primary focus around efficiency
and usability improvements. There is also 25+ customer reported issues that have been fixed
improving software reliability and performance.
RECIPE MAINTENANCE
Should items become superseded
or are no longer available, users
can now substitute or delete these
items across a range of recipes.
Similarly, new items can be added
to a range of recipes also. This
adds major time saving benefits
to recipe creation & maintenance.

CUSTOMISED LAYOUTS
FOR CANCELLED ORDERS
When sending a cancelled order,
users can now customise the
layout of the cancelled order
document. This allows the user
to add text or graphics to clearly
distinguish it from a regular order.
The cancelled order layout will
automatically be used when a
cancelled order is sent, saving
the user from having to select
the cancelled order layout, and
re-selecting the regular order
layout once sent.
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BUDGETS FOR MULTIPLE
JOBS
Total budget, cost, forecast
and invoiced figures can now
be displayed and printed for a
range of jobs, as well as allowing
individual cost centre budgets
to be locked or unlocked across
those jobs. This will provide
time saving for construction with
multiple jobs on one site.
JOB DETAILS FILTERING
A new column displaying the job
details has been added to the
jobs and debtors screen along
with a text filter. This allows the
user to easily search for jobs
using the job details rather than
the memorising the job code.

BANK REC FILTERING
Users can now filter amounts,
references, jobs & suppliers
adding major time saving
benefits when searching for
transactions.
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FEATURE

BENEFIT

Recipe ingredients / items can
now be added, replaced or
deleted over a range of recipes.

Should items become superseded or are no longer available, users can
now substitute or delete these items across a range of recipes, Similarly,
new items can be added to a range of recipes also. This adds major time
saving benefits to recipe creation & maintenance.

Cancelled order layouts can
now be customised.

When sending a cancelled order, users can now customise the layout of
the cancelled order document. This allows the user to add text or graphics
to clearly distinguish it from a regular order. The cancelled order layout will
automatically be used when a cancelled order is sent, saving the user from
having to select the cancelled order layout, and re-selecting the regular
order layout once sent.

Workup & Specification text
font can now be customised
on reports.

The workup & specification font used on reports will now be identical to
the font the user has specified on the screen. This allows for increased
readability, and for text to align nicely if using tabs or other spacing to
create tables of text.

The job budgets screen can
now show total figures for a
range of jobs, and also allow
individual cost centre budgets
to be locked or unlocked.

Total budget, cost, forecast and invoiced figures can now be displayed
and printed for a range of jobs, as well as allowing individual cost centre
budgets to be locked or unlocked across those jobs. This will provide time
saving for construction with multiple jobs on one site.

Filter Bars have been added
to the bank rec screen.

Users can now filter amounts, references, jobs & suppliers adding major
time saving benefits when searching for transactions.

Job Details have been added
to the jobs grid.

A new column displaying the job details has been added to the jobs and
debtors screen along with a text filter. This allows the user to easily search
for jobs with the job details rather than the memorising the code.

Job Details can now be used
for document folder names.

The Job Details site address can now be used as a folder name in the
documents module. This allows to easily search for the job folder using
the job details rather than memorising job codes.
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